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Dear comrades and colleagues of the European Group 

 

Dear friends  

We hope this month's newsletter finds you well. We continue to work in strange times – we 
know some of you are in countries which are now going back into 'lockdowns' again, others 
continue to face uncertainty and Covid related restrictions and controls. Where you are 
reading from, we hope you are keeping OK.  

As some you should know, we struggled accessing the European Group mailing list and email 
for almost two months – ironically - as a security threat…  

This was finally resolved last month and so we have now been working on responding to 
emails, gathering information for the newsletter and updating the website. Alongside this, 
we held an exceptional AGM online which was well attended (see section 1) and have the 
minutes for you to read through below. Most notably, we have now fully moved to Policy 
Press with the journal, which was outlined by Jon Burnett and will have a double launch next 
year, which is very exciting. 

It was exciting to hear the first Working Group conference went underway and sounded 
fantastic – many thanks to Andrea for organsing. If you were not able to attend, you can live 
vicariously through Andrea’s outline in section 3. 

This year, the three of us were due to pass the coordinating baton to new colleagues. Some 
attendees highlighted that as this remains a difficult time and since we cannot yet be in 
person, coordination was voted to continue as it is with us three, and include support with 
Simone Santorso and Vincenzo Scalia before we reconvene next year (more on that in the 
minutes). We have agreed to do so – it is a privilege to work with you all - and hope we can 
continue doing (at least) a decent job at it! We are also keen to encourage more engagement 
with WG Coordinators and Country Representatives, so more on that going forward.  

There are increasingly significant fronts we are all working on across the Group – increased 
police powers, border related abuses and other serious concerns for civil liberties. Thanks 
again to all who raised points on these, and do keep us informed of what is happening at 
local and national levels so we can support the EG Collective.  

Finally – as you will see below, there is great news for two EG members – Ragnhild Sollund 
and Valeria Vegh-Weis. Congratulations on astounding achievements and contributions to 
critical thinking!  

Many thanks to all who contributed this month – keep well, in solidarity,  

Take care all - in solidarity, 

Vicky, Dani and Katja 

Please note: From 2021 (Volume 5) Justice, Power and Resistance is being published by Policy Press in 
association with the European Group for the Study of Deviance and Social Control. Information about the 
journal can be found on the Policy Press website: 

https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/justice-power-and-resistance 
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I 

EGM minutes 

Dear EG members, 

We had an online meeting on 25-October, where we talked about the year to come. Many of 
you joined and it was lovely to see you! 

Main points came out from the meeting. There goes a summary: 

 Vicky, Dani and Katja will collaborate with Vincenzo Scalia and Simone Santorso as 
the interim coordination team untill a new coordination team can be elected at the 2022 
conference in Turin. A meeting is to be scheduled. 

 Since we are prolonging our mandate for a year- due to Covid19 circumstances that 
prevented us to meet and hold a live AGM any contributions that members can make is very 
welcome: ideas for collaborations, materials for the website, activities WG can do as well as 
contributions for the Newsletter. On that note- please send materials (your new articles, 
books, talks, activist actions etc) you want to share on the website 
to: r.sweeney@yorksj.ac.uk. Please share all the wonderful things you do with you fellow 
members and everyone else interested in the EG! Also- if there is anyone that would be 
willing to help Rowan ith social media please let us know. 

 Samantha Fletcher is steppind down as solo Crimes of the powerful WG coordinator 
– Anne Alvesalo, Vicki Cooper, Valeria Vegh Weis and Samantha Fletcher will hold a 
meeting, cooperate to set a new agenda for the WG and let the coordinators know  

 Steering committee list to be updated. SC Meeting to be arranged asap. 

 2022 Conference will be held 14-16 september in Turin. We are very excited to see 
you all in person! There was a request for the new coordinators to confirm the date and the 
venue as soon as they can so participants can book accomodation and flights. 

 For all Newsletter contributions - please send them by the 5th of each month! 

 list of National Representatives is available here: http://www.european-
group.org/about/. If your country doesn't have an NR and you would like to take on the role- 
send us an email. The EG bank account- an issue that has to be further discussed- most likely 
in Turin.   

 EG Press is closing down- but after lengthy negotiations with the coordination team 
(thank you Vicky!) the Journal of Justice, Power and Resistance lives on within Policy Press. 
John Moore, thank you for all the hard work you put into it over the years.  

 https://policy.bristoluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/justice-power-and-resistance 

 Check out the open call for the Journal of Justice, Power and Resistance and the 
double edition that is coming out in March. Big thanks to Jon, Ida and Lisa - the editorial 
team. 

 In light of what has been happening to David Miller, a suggestion to give out 
a ''general statement'' on academic freedom has been proposed. Since David is not an EG 
member the statement would not address his case specifically. 
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II 

Double Cenebrations this month: 

Our colleague Valeria Vegh-Weis has been awarded the 
Critical Criminology of the Year Award by the Division of CC of 
the ASC :) 

 

“The committee was deeply impressed by the scope, scale and impact of Dr. Weis's work. In 
particular, the committee noted the impact of Dr. Weis's research, teaching and service 
across issues, languages, and continents. Publishing in English, Portuguese, and Spanish, on 
issues ranging from southern Abolitionism to climate change to transitional justice to 
Marxism and criminology, and in prestigious academic venues as well as trenchantly radical 
and crucial trade presses like Haymarket, Dr. Weis is an exemplar of international and 
internationalist critical criminology. In addition to her impressive scholarly record, which in 
addition to her publications includes multiple prestigious Post-Docs, she also serves on 
Editorial Boards of journals in the U.S., the U.K., and Argentina; reviews for journals in 
multiple countries and languages; and has supervised PhD students in the U.S. and 
Argentina” (Judah Schept, on Behalf of the CCOY Awards Committee).  

 

Congrats, Valeria! 

 

Our colleague Ragnhild Sollund has been awarded the 
LIFETIME ACHEIVEMENT Award by the Division of CC of the 
ASC :) 

Prof Ragnhild Sollund, a long standing EG member and hugely influential thinker in Critical 
Criminology, has also paved many of the foundations for Green Criminology and the eco and 
environmental harms. Huge congratulations to you on this award achievement. Your work 
continues to engage, challenge and change the way many of us understand criminology, and 
informs our critical perpsectives on wildlife crime, ecofeminism and migration. Great to see 
this awarded to you.   

 

Congrats, Ragnhild! 
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III 

Redressing the harms and violence of ‘othering’ – towards the 
abolition of structures, discourses and practices of ‘othering’ 

A conference of the British/Irish section of the European Group for the Study of Deviance 
and Social Control. Albert Hall, Nottingham. 22.-23.10.2021 

Report by Andrea Beckmann 

 

This conference has been a long time coming and was challenging to organise as COVID put 
the brakes on this event twice and of course also impacted on people’s ability to attend, but-
third time lucky- the friends and comrades that gathered really enjoyed being back together 
and to strengthen and inspire each other in relation to different struggles for Social Justice. 

The general theme of ‘Othering’ that was going to inform the initial call for papers was 
inspired by a conversation had on lovely Lesbos Island between John Moore, Amelie Rosa 
and meduring the EG conference there. After the initial theme suggestion appeared to be 
welcomed as explored through different informal conversations held during our most recent 
general EG conference in beautiful Barcelona in 2019- we settled for the general theme as it 
seemed to be finding much approval. 

The conference call for papers, initially circulated in late 2019, therefore invited 
contributions that challenge the destructive operations of ‘othering’ in diverse contexts, aim 
for the abolition of their facilitating structures and ideologies and aimed to explore ways of 
engaging in critical and creative praxis in the struggle to overcome these.  

‘Othering’ as the overarching theme was then contextualised in relation to potential parallels 
that could be seen between the 1920’s and our current times as different social and 
institutional contexts generate possibilities for othering practices to come into operation, to 
expand and to become institutionalised. 

The year 2020 – the year in which the conference initially should have taken place - marked 
one hundred years since the beginning of the 1920’s, a period characterised by economic and 
political unrest in the aftermath of World War I and the crash of the stock market. Instead of 
an abolition of nation states and capitalism, importantly, the 1920’s saw the rise of fascism 
that relies on systematic strategies and measures of ‘othering’ that serve as expressions of 
visions of a purified social body. 

The venue for this conference was Nottingham’s Albert Hall. While it was originally 
established as a Temperance Hall in 1873, it became a Methodist mission and was for a long 
time Nottingham’s largest concert hall and a venue for political rallies, amongst them was 
one of Oswald Mosley’s speeches to the British Union of Fascists.  

Then-perhaps to some appearing like a parallel to the so-called Spanish Flu of one hundred 
years ago- the Corona virus pandemic began to unfold.  

The initial official political and media discourses in the UK adopted war metaphors (e.g. 
ongoing martial term ‘lockdown’) and was later substituted with a form of repressive 
collectivism that constitutes and targets scapegoats. Overall, the United Nations’ poverty 
expert Philip Alston attacked the UK government’s coronavirus response as “utterly 
hypocritical” after successive administrations implemented policies of austerity and public-
sector cuts. The UK government published the Health Protection (Coronavirus) Regulations 
2020 on the 10th of February 2020 and in the aftermath the conference had to be postponed 
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twice and an additional call for papers “Redressing the harms and violence of ‘othering’ –  
within and without plague times” was circulated. 

In Thoreau’s “Civil Disobedience” (1849; originally titled “Resistance to Civil Government”), 
Thoreau expounded his anarchistic views of government, insisting that if an injustice of 
government is “of such a nature that it requires injustice to another [you should] break the 
law [and] let your life be a counter friction to stop the machine.”It is in this spirit that the 
conference dinner and music entertainment was set in ‘Peggy’s Skylight’. 

 
[Nottingham Jazz Club ‘Peggy’s Skylight’ won Jazz Venue of the Year; Parliamentary 
Jazz Awards 2021 - National Youth Jazz Orchestra (nyjo.org.uk)] 

 

The 1920’s prohibition fostered the development of so-called speakeasies that became lively 
venues of the "Jazz Age", hosting popular music and show tunes. In this historic context Jazz 
acquired a reputation as being immoral and as a threat to the established order. 

On the morning of the 22.10.2021 our conference began ‘for real’ and ‘in the flesh’ which was 
to all a wonderful change from zoom-town. 

Andrea, the British/Irish section representative, introduced the event and welcomed the 
delegates to two days of intense engagement against the oppression of different forms of 
‘othering’ and the dehumanization that these operations engender, both in relation to the 
targets of ‘othering’ but also in relation to the agents of distribution, the dispensers of such 
harmful and marginalising discourses and practices. 

While pandemics of course do present unique challenges to societies, many leaders have now 
seized broad powers to place their respective citizens under surveillance in the name of 
‘protection’ and ‘care’, however, UN rapporteur on extreme poverty Alston stated that 
globally “the most vulnerable have been short-changed or excluded” by official responses to 
the disease. “The policies of many states reflect a social Darwinism philosophy that 
prioritises the economic interests of the wealthiest while doing little for those who are hard 
at work providing essential services or unable to support themselves”. 

[UK coronavirus response utterly hypocritical, says UN poverty expert | Economic policy | 
The Guardian] 

In this already difficult context, the proliferation new forms of criminalisation and new 
powers to arrest as well as of new categories of exclusion are becoming evident as non-
vaccinated ‘bodies’ are demonised [e.g. "Unvaccinated people are potential variant factories," 
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Dr. William Schaffner, a professor in the Division of Infectious Diseases at Vanderbilt 
University Medical Centre, told CNN], people who are sceptical, critical and/or against 
vaccination processes are labelled ‘anti vaxers’, ‘anti-vaccers’ and pathologized as ‘nuts’ 
[Johnson] and people who demonstrate for democracy ‘thugs’ [Patel]while those who 
demonstrate for the care of our planet are called ‘crusties’ [Johnson]. 

After some critical and reflective remarks on ‘voluntary infection’ by Andrea, Jehanne 
Hulsman’s message was shared: 

“A message of connectivity and friendship and some signals from the lowlands  

 First and foremost, I want to thank Andrea for perseverance and ingenuity in creating this 
beautiful and important program and getting this variety of people together to share the 
most needed knowledge and progression on thought.  

Sadly, due to my role as a caretaker of a household member, I am not there to share this 
event and be with you in person, but I want to empathize my connection in spirit.  

 a few signals of the lowlands that I would like to share, some experiences of latest 
developments in the treatment of persons in prison or custody and the additions to 
problematic situations because of Covid-enforced regulations.  

 Some of you might know that I work as a social lawyer in the Netherlands, in civil, 
administrative, and criminal law. To my surprise as soon as restrictive regulations were 
implemented on mobility, as few as possible encounters, distancing, work at home, etc, it 
was clear that this did not apply to the police. The arresting machinery continued as usual, 
for shoplifting, arguments with a hint of threat, etc. People were still arrested and 
detained, however the rule was that lawyers could not come to the police station but had to 
assist their appointed clients by phone. I have always refused this, but the situations 
have been made very difficult for me, no provisions, no screens, no distance, police wearing 
no facemasks…  

Same in prisons, lawyers basically not allowed. Very hard to make appointments and no 
provisions. Prisoners were not allowed visitors for a longer period. As compensation they 
got more telephone time, but the telephones had no privacy, were never cleaned and there 
were not enough telephones for the periods that prisoners, or detainees were allowed to 
phone. Staff in the prisons I visited were not tested and did not wear face masks. Many a 
prisoner was put in quarantine/isolation because there had been a corona contamination 
on the ward, sometimes resulting in a late release for a prisoner.  

Last but not least, for month there has been a huge ongoing scandal on mistakes made by 
the department of taxes. It now seems an amount of roundabout 37.000 citizens have been 
victimised by being falsely accused by the tax service of fraud concerning subsidies on child 
care services. Apparently, the tax department had worked with algorithms in relation to 
surnames with an immigrant background and had signalled quite a huge number of 
parents as having wrongfully received those subsidies. The tax department has used every 
possibility of forcing the parents to pay back the ‘unjustly received’ subsidies. Families have 
lost their homes, marriages have been torn apart, child care institutions and judges have 
even placed some kids out of their family home, because of ‘unfitting parenthood’ in regard 
to the family’s financial situation, and those kids have not yet been returned to their 
parents, even though it is abundantly clear now, after a huge parliamentary hearing, that 
the tax department has made during at least ten years–probably in all these cases- the 
huge mistake to label them as frauds, while they were not.  
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This is a typical case of the combination of othering and the power of the State, and the 
failing capacity to acknowledge wrongdoing by that State. The council of Europe has given 
advise on the state of democracy in the Netherlands in relation to this specific case. For 
those of you that can understand Dutch there is a documentary of five women that in a 
monologue recount what this period has done to their lives called ‘alone against the state’ 
(https://www.2doc.nl/documentaires/series/2doc/2021/alleen-tegen-de-staat.html ).  

 a heartfelt wish to you all to keep up the good spirits and enjoy this conference,  

warm greetings  

Jehanne Hulsman”. 

  

The presentations began with Session 1: ‘Technologies of othering’ -“To the criminals, I 
simply say this: we are coming after you.” (Priti Patel 
https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/conservative-party-conference-2019-priti-patel-law-and-
order-638835) 

 Andrew Henley’s presentation “Criminal records, biopolitics and the moral technologies of 
‘othering’: thoughts on the evolving problematics of penalty” drew on research that 
illustrates how ‘criminal’ records are not merely -dead bureaucratic materials of record- but 
should be understood as active social processes that do require further theorisation and 
exploration in relation to their persistent impact of discrimination and stigmatisation. 

The paper explored how the unofficial ‘collateral’ damage of both appear central to a system 
that still labels itself ‘Criminal Justice System’ in terms of operating a kind of moral 
technology that regulates the life-chances of those stuck with a criminal record. Andy 
suggested that the boundaries of redemption in late-modern society are governed through a 
discriminatory biopolitics that makes use of criminal records as a form of moral technology. 
This biopolitical regime constitutes the ‘deserving law-abiding citizens’ – in contrast to 
convicted people who are continuously ‘othered’ and whose ‘punishment’ is perpetuated 
through exposure to various exclusionary conducts. 

Chris Brian’s presentation “Making the Surveillable Subject” critically analysed the 
constitution of the ‘surveillable subject’. 

Chris referred to the Undercover Policing Inquiry which exposed the previously 
secret Special Demonstration Squad Tradecraft Manual written by Andy Coles, a former 
SDS operative. The SDS was a section of Special Branch, the British political police, devoted 
to undercover operations that operated between 1968 and 2008. This “tradecraft manual” is 
clearly representing ‘othering’ as mandatory and can be seen as indoctrination based on a 
cold war ideology.  

Coles’s dispenses some of his ‘inside tips’ in this guide on how to lead a double life.: “By 
tradition,” he wrote in the 1995 manual, new officers would “spend hours and hours… leafing 
through death certificates” to find a “duff” identity, however, this practice had to cease not 
because of potential ethical concerns but because of the onset of computerisation which 
made it easier to search death records. 

Nowadays there is a “completely false identity made up for you” and -given the historical 
context and record of e. g. Mark Kennedy’s abuse of trust in relation to intimate 
relationships, it is interesting to ponder his suggestions on “the thorny issue of romantic 
entanglements” that are of course assuming ‘heterosexuality’ as given, writing: “While it is 
not my place to moralise, one should try and avoid the opposite sex for as long as 
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possible.”But he acknowledged a “lack of interest may become suspicious”, and if left with no 
other option, it was best to “have fleeting, disastrous relationships”. Exploiting stereotypes to 
the fullest the manual of deception goes on ‘advise’ that infiltrating “crusty low-life” 
anarchist groups required a tolerance of a “really unpleasant” lifestyle. “You will be expected 
to eat food you wouldn’t put in your own bin, drink tea from cups which appear to have 
grown their own beards and sit on furniture which is alive.” Chris works as part of the 
‘Undercover Research Group’ that researches and investigates under cover policing/spying 
in the UK. 

Megan McElhone’ s presentation “‘Middle Eastern Organised Crime’ and the Middle Eastern 
Organised Crime Squad: Constructing ‘Middle Eastern’ Identity as a ‘Crime Type’ in New 
South Wales, Australia” was providing insights into another operation of ‘othering’ processes 
and their impact. Racialised media and political discourse can be understood as constructing 
the idea of a deviant and dangerous ‘Middle Eastern culture’ as they produce public 
knowledges about so-called ‘Middle Eastern Organised Crime’ as a distinct – and allegedly 
ever-worsening – ‘type’ of ‘crime’.  

Megan’s work draws on ‘Bin Laden in the Suburbs: Criminalising the Arab Other’ (2004) by 
Scott Poynting et al. who based their insights on Said’s work that suggested that Western 
identity and culture itself can be understood as fundamentally interrelated with and 
constructed by an othering logic (Said 1985). Poynting et al.(2004) contended that, owing 
to the media’s stereotypical treatment of already ‘othered’ people as well as their artificial 
connection of events, disparate fears about Arabs, Muslims, criminals, terrorists, and 
refugees had become entangled in a threatening entity that they called the ‘Arab Other’. 
Sydney is according to Megan also represented as being ‘plagued’ by Middle Eastern 
organised ‘crime’ committed by a new ‘criminal type’, the organised ‘Middle Eastern Arab 
Other’. 

Lisa White and Patrick Williams’ “A Critical Exploration of Drug Narratives in the Policing-
Related Deaths of Black Men” was an emotionally deeply moving presentation that explored 
the processes of framing and interpretation which take place following the deaths of people 
in custody that are part of the BAME’ (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) populations in the 
UK. In such contexts police restraint as a feature in the process leading to the loss of life is 
over two times greater than it is for other deaths in police custody (INQUEST Casework and 
Monitoring, 2019). As recent years witnessed several high-profile cases in England where the 
deaths of Black men following police contact have been framed through reference to 
substance abuse as well as deeply rooted processes of racialised ‘othering’ that connect and 
simultaneously attach victims of state violence to ‘dangerousness’, ‘gangs’ and 
‘criminality’. The presentation aimed to critically explore the processes of framing and 
associated interpretation which take place following these deaths, their significance, and 
their consequences in relation to ongoing impunity for acts of state violence carried out by 
the police.  

After lunch Session 2: “‘Othered’ communities” began with a presentation by Shahrzad 
Fouladvand and Tony Ward on “Othering, vulnerability and human trafficking”. The 
presentation drew on Jonathan Todres (2009) “Law, Otherness, and Human Trafficking” 
and suggested that a central reason for the limited success in preventing human trafficking is 
the dominant conception of human trafficking as a problem in ‘other spaces’ and of ‘other 
bad people’. Todres argues that "otherness" can be understood to be a main cause of both 
inaction and the selective responses to human trafficking. 

The operations of ‘othering’ construct and continuously reinforce a conception of a virtuous 
"Self" and a devalued "Other."This Western modern Self/Other dichotomy shapes 
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perceptions and actions in relation to human trafficking and this presentation further 
showed that this extends to the victims of the criminalised county-lines substance market as 
in both cases the victims are selectively ‘othered’ and thereby turned into so-called ‘alpha 
victims’-willing recruits. 

By examining human trafficking through an otherness-aware framework, this presentation 
critically explored liberal and conservative (Young 2007) as well as exploitative types of 
‘othering’ and their associated implications in relation to responses to human trafficking 
victims. The presentation then introduced the construction of a ‘triangle of ‘othering’ and 
offering possible avenues but also pointing to sedimented constraints in relation to the de-
othering of victims of human trafficking. 

The next presentation by Diana Blaj “ ‘Othered’ communities and people in the city of 
Nottingham: the example of Rroma and ‘sex’-working people” was, at the request of Diana, 
introduced by Andrea who linked  Tony and Shahrzad’s presentation on the trafficking in 
human beings (THB) as a means of exploitation to work by Van Dijk et al. (2014) who 
collected data from 24 countries and concluded that the Roma are a minority population that 
is at risk of forced begging and sexual exploitation in several European Union countries 
(especially in Bulgaria, Hungary and Croatia). Vidra, Katona and Sebhelyi’s research (2018) 
who’s focus is Hungary, demonstrated similar findings in other countries and found there to 
be a frequent lack of state-intervention and of victim-sensitive approaches in relation to THB 
(e.g. instead of protection of victims, their criminalisation). 

The Rroma Foundation (Rromani Fundacija) came into being in November 1993, in Zurich, 
Switzerland. It was founded at the moment of the wider extension of the European 
community which was paralleled by a rise of nationalist and racist movements. The 
foundation states that: “Since the arrival of the Rroma in Europe in the 11th century, the 
societies in which they settled ignored their culture and traditions. Today, the non-Rroma 
still do not fully understand the Rroma way of life, and as a result mistrust and 
discrimination of Rroma greatly contributes to their sub-standard of living”. 

This connects to Diana’s experiences with working with and advising Rroma who live in the 
city of Nottingham. She found that most Rroma do not want to get institutions involved even 
in cases of violence and that this unwillingness to report victimisation can be directly related 
to their lack of trust in administrations as Rroma people have been victims of systematic 
persecution, discrimination, and extermination. 

Rroma have always had to live in harsh conditions and are victims of discrimination which 
matches Diana’s experiences in relation to her work with Romanian Rroma that are 
predominantly based in the areas of Hyson Green and Forest Fields in Nottingham. Recent 
reviews of existing research found that Rroma are frequently victims of hate crimes and that 
they suffer different forms ofethnicity-related victimisation in Europe (European Union 
Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2017, 2016; James, 2014; 2020). A high rate of hate crimes 
against the Rroma has been found in the UK (Greenfields and Rogers (2020).Rroma 
continue to be predominantly represented and perceived in stereotypical ways (Powell & 
Lever 2017) and due to their continuous persecution and ‘othering’, they also are very 
focused on keeping their own culture and traditions. 

As Diana is from Romania and a very open, warm person she has established a better 
rapport with Rroma from Romania than many others. She advises them about their rights 
and often tries to persuade Rroma to e. g. send their children to school and/or not to let 
them marry so early as is frequently customary.  
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Rroma have been victims of discrimination based on stereotypes since the beginning of their 
migration. Typically, academic knowledge production contributed to the ‘othering’ of the 
Roma by ascribing ‘criminality’ to “them”. The grandmaster of the ‘science’ of criminology 
constructed the Roma as ‘avatus’ [Latin: ancestor], as atavistic throwbacks (Lombroso et al. 
(1887/2006) as inherently lazy, violent, shameless, promiscuous and also as suspected 
cannibals. 

In some countries within the EU the most drastic and inhuman aspects of the Lombrosian 
Project were being put into practice until recently as eugenic practices were forced upon the 
Rroma in Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic (Aguilera-Rull & Gili-Saldaña, 
2012; European Roma Rights Centre, 2016). 

As the presentation had started already a bit later than planned Diana could not speak at any 
length about her work with POW but she is more than happy to share her knowledge and 
experience if delegates are interested in her important work. 

After this first insight into Nottingham’s marginalised communities, the next presentation 
was Amelie Rosa Beckmann-Cooper’s film on Nottingham’s Gentrification/studentification 
“You can’t take my city away from me” which showed forms of structural ‘othering’ and the 
expulsion of local grown communities in operation in our city of Nottingham. The 
documentary showed the harmful impact of increased expansion of purpose-built student 
accommodations that are constructed in order to furnish the commodified ‘student 
experience’ that is part of the wholesale of English HE in contemporary times. This has 
become a central part of many cities’ overall gentrification-projects and destroys organically 
grown local often less affluent communities. 

The concept of ‘gentrification’ was coined by Ruth Glass in 1964 and tried to capture the 
transformation of the demographic, economic, commercial, cultural, and physical character 
of central London neighbourhoods she observed at that time. The perceived “uplift” she 
described was not without its problems as she warned already in 1964: “Altogether there has 
been a great deal of displacement. All those who cannot hold their own—the small 
enterprises, the lower ranks of people, the odd men out—are being pushed away.” Glass 
inspired decades of scholarship and Amelie Rosa Beckmann- Cooper’s short documentary 
illustrates this process of displacement existentially by the insights provided within 
interviews with diverse people who make up [so far] the elements of the existing community 
‘in motion’.  

The interconnections between capitalism, government and corporate hegemony are also 
Joassart-Marcelli’s focus in ‘The $16 Taco’ published in 2021. This critical research into the 
interconnections between food and gentrification shows many parallels to Sneinton’ 
market’s gentrification project in Nottingham that was the focus of Amelie’s documentary. 

After having seen a documentation about gentrification’s “profit before community” 
presentation, the day’s presentations were brought to an awful peak in terms of illustrating 
the lethal consequences of ‘othering’ in action as Steve Tombs’ “Grenfell: the ongoing 
‘othering’ of an unwanted community” was shown.  

Steve stated that this film was made at the OU for a new first year module, ‘Introduction to 
Criminology’, as part of a teaching week on Social Murder. David Scott designed the module. 
The film has only been shown once before to a non OU audience (it’s a rights issue, in a 
“good” sense, I e that’s what the participants signed up for and one of them, Clarrie Mendy, 
has since passed so we decided to respect the original agreement) - that was at the Electric 
Cinema in Notting Hill, in the shadow of the Tower, an invitation-only event for the affected 
community at Grenfell. They were great and really supportive. 
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The film showed the ongoing existential harms that the survivors of Grenfell still live with, 
their sense of ongoing injustice, impossibility of closure and of course, it reminded us that all 
these people who lost their lives and those who suffered irreversible harms did so because of 
a perceived lack of attractiveness of a building that was home to a less well off, less powerful 
community in the eyes of wealthy onlookers and instead became a better looking death-trap 
due to cheap flammable cladding. 

The film made a profound impact on all of us, many of us were too upset to talk but we 
applauded the braveness of the survivors and thanked Steve for sharing this important 
documentary.  

Afterwards we walked to ‘Peggy’s Skylight’ for Jazz and dinner and for drinks at the ‘Angel’. 

The second day 23.10.2021 began with Session 3 on “‘Criminal Justice’ and processes of 
‘othering’” and was due to illness (Andrea, Carly and Helen) and a train-delay (Simone) 
shorter than planned. 

Thus, Simone Santorso’s presentation on “Rehabilitation and dynamic security in the Italian 
prison: challenges in transforming prison officers’ roles” sadly could not be given as planned. 

Rachel Seoighe’s presentation [written with Carly Guest] on “Peripheral punishment, social 
distance and the closure of Holloway Prison” drew on de/anti-carceral feminist frameworks 
of analysis (Carlton, 2016; Davis, 2005), as well as on the insights of carceral geographies 
(Moran, 2012; Turner, 2016) and critically explored the consequences of the closure of 
Holloway prison. 

This closure could be welcomed from an abolitionist perspective, however, it resulted in 
additional punitive dimensions of incarceration as the women were dispersed and lost the 
physical access to important relationships and to services provided by outside charities for 
whom Holloway had been relatively accessible because of its inner-city location. 

This ‘peripheral punishment’ takes place in nondescript buildings in contrast to the old 
expressive penal architecture. They appear indistinguishable from warehouses, not revealing 
their abhorrent function and thus they – appear designed not only according to neoliberal 
logics-but on a symbolic level as they ensure that there is minimal affective response from 
the ‘free’ population.  

By centralising affective and collective methodologies in research, the presentation argues 
that the British state’s peripheral punishment relies on spatial and architectural techniques 
that generate further social distance between the free and unfree. 

Due to illness we had to miss out on Helen Crewe’s “The Long and Bumpy Road:  Practices of 
‘Othering’ to Prevent Research about Babies in Prison”. 

After a short break, Ian Mahoney presented “Populist and vindictive constructions of sexual 
offending, pluralities of violence, and the implications for criminal and social justice” 
[written with Kirsty Teague, Matthew Long and Belinda Winder] whereby the authors 
critically explored the populist treatment and punishment of ‘deviance’ and offending 
through the lens afforded by the ‘sociology of vindictiveness’ (Young 2003; 2007), 
underpinned by criminological discourses around labelling of the ‘other’ (Becker 1963; 
Lofland 1969; Young 1999) as well as Sumner’s (1990; 1994) work on censure. 

‘Sex’ offenders are predominantly, if not exclusively subjected to extremely negative and 
demonising media presentations that are characterised by a ‘punitive and dehumanised 
monster narrative’ (Harper 2018). The presentation explored the interaction between 
vindictiveness and populism in the administration of ‘justice’, in order to situate the 
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challenges that these pose not only for punishment, but also the rehabilitation and 
reintegration of individuals convicted of ‘sexual crimes’. The “othering” of ‘sex’ offenders is of 
course utterly counterproductive as it makes it highly unlikely that anyone who feels so-
called “paraphilic desires” for children will seek help to stop themselves acting them out. 

Session 4“Knowledge-production, ‘truth’ claims and the generation of ‘Others’: Harms and 
potentials for change” 

became - due to illness of Andrea who would have presented “’Lived bodies’ and the ‘body’ 
borne out of criminology: generating ‘others’ and the prevention of socio-cultural and 
political change “ - shorter than originally planned but provided a fitting end to a conference 
that aimed for fundamental changes. 

Wayne Morrison’s “Criminology, nomos, and the ‘other’ – He Pākehā au: A kōrero, or 
reflections on the possibility of revitalised critical criminologies occasioned by viewing the 
iconography of Hobbes in the time of Covid-19” invited the audience to a korero, a heart to 
heart. 

This presentation critically explored the underlying belief- and representational structures 
that informed the problematic Western ideology of modernity and with it the language, 
structures and disciplines that appear to organise, stabilise, and limit our life in capitalist, 
racist, sexist, ableist and specieist nation states up to this day. 

The presentation touched on the fact that the Western concept of ‘civilisation’ is always 
already part of a process of borderline drawing, of mapping, violation, of dehumanisation 
and dis-connection from an artificially generated ‘Other’, be this other life forms, fellow 
human animals, ‘animals’ or ‘nature’ conceptualised as something ‘out there’ not part and 
basis of our collective existence. 

Illustrating this Wayne pointed to the iconography of Hobbes and the way in which 
representations of ‘cannibals’ set in the background as symbolic of ‘savagery’ in need of 
Western ‘civilisation’ were used. 

“Accusations of cannibalism generally serve to define the boundaries of social order, to 
marginalise the social other. The proliferation of New World cannibalism in Renaissance 
iconography helped delimit the frontiers between ‘culture’ and ‘uncivilised savagery’” 
(Himmelman 1997: 183). Whakapapa in Maori means something akin to-the telling of it- and 
is always interdependent with korero, a heart to heart about the origins and the deeds of the 
ancestors -Wayne suggests that exchanges, education and representational regimes of 
Western modernity should not only confront and facilitate the narratives of genocides and 
other atrocities in the name of ‘civilisation’ but he further encourages a re-working of 
language, especially terms and his/stories connected to ‘development’, progress and control 
in order to generate a genuinely inclusive critical ‘global criminology’. 
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IV 

Protegiendo las propiedades de los esclavistas 
Sobre el origen de la primera fuerza policial de Londres con 
financiación pública  

John M. Moore 

 

Traducción de Daniel Jiménez en https://unenormecampo.wordpress.com  

Original version in English:  

https://jmmoore.org/2021/09/04/protecting-the-property-of-slavers-londons-first-
state-funded-police-force/  

First published by Abolitionist Futures (Aug-2021):  

https://abolitionistfutures.com/latest-news/protecting-the-property-of-slavers-
londons-first-state-funded-police-force 

 

El 23 de enero de 1798, casi treinta años antes de la fundación de la Policía Metropolitana de 
Londres, la Sociedad Londinense de Terratenientes y Comerciantes de las Indias 
Occidentales decidió, en una de sus reuniones, hacer suya la propuesta por carta de Patrick 
Colquhoun para “establecer una Oficina de Policía Marítima que evitara el saqueo del río”. 
Menos de seis meses después, el 2 de julio de 1798, la Oficina de Policía Marítima abría sus 
puertas en el 259 de Wapping New Stairs, junto al río Támesis. 

Nacido en Glasgow, Colquhoun fue un comerciante y magistrado londinense. En 1796 había 
publicado su Tratado sobre Policía en la Metrópolis sobre los temores de la comunidad de 
empresarios de Londres por la amenaza que las clases trabajadoras representaban para sus 
propiedades. El libro de Colquhoun se centraba en el Puerto de Londres, que era la entrada 
principal a Gran Bretaña del comercio exterior, y sobre todo de los productos extraídos en las 
colonias. Alertando del “inmenso saqueo y pillaje” perpetrado por los trabajadores del río, 
Colquhoun mostraba especial preocupación por unos “delitos” que “estaban afectando 
gravemente los intereses de los terratenientes de las Indias Occidentales”, cuyos productos 
representaban una cuarta parte del comercio que pasaba por el puerto. El libro corrió de 
mano en mano entre los propietarios, políticos y capitalistas que, a su vez, intentaban poner 
orden entre la clase trabajadora emergente. 

El de los Terratenientes y Comerciantes de las Indias Occidentales era un lobby político muy 
influyente que representaba los intereses de los esclavistas en las colonias británicas del 
Caribe. En la década de 1780, unos 74 miembros del parlamento eran terratenientes. “La 
Sociedad” coordinaba sus intervenciones en los debates para asegurarse la defensa de los 
intereses de los traficantes de esclavos. Su riqueza y su poder se basaban en la explotación de 
africanos esclavizados. “La Sociedad” era el instrumento político más influyente para apoyar 
la economía esclavista y mantener sus colonias en el Caribe. A principios de la década 
siguiente (1790) se opuso con éxito al intento de prohibir el tráfico de esclavos. 

Los salarios pagados a los trabajadores del río Támesis eran insuficientes y la costumbre 
[práctica tradicional basada en normas no escritas, NdeT] organizaba los lugares donde 
esos trabajadores podían sacar un ingreso extra para sobrevivir por medio de prebendas o 
“complementos” (perquisites o perks, en la jerga de la época, NdeT). Era costumbre en 
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aquellos años permitir que los obreros se quedaran con una pequeña parte del cargamento. 
Cuando el cargamento era valioso, siempre había alguien que decidía quedarse con una parte 
y sacarla a escondidas del puerto. Y aunque es imposible cuantificar la gravedad de esos 
“delitos”, Colquhoun los consideraba muy graves. Su análisis era exagerado, por supuesto, 
pero sirvió como pretexto a los terratenientes de las Indias Occidentales para aumentar los 
ya enormes beneficios que les reportaba el negocio de esclavos. 

Colquhoun se reunió con el comité de esclavistas por segunda vez el 2 de febrero, tras 
obtener el apoyo político del ministro de Interior para su plan de crear una fuerza policial. 
En una breve discusión se decidió presentar el plan al “Comité General de Sanciones” de los 
Mercaderes de las Indias Occidentales, lo que llevó al magistrado a reunirse con Henry 
Dundas – consejero del primer ministro William Pitt. Dundas dio su apoyo al proyecto1 y 
presentó a Colquhoun a Jon Harriott, magistrado de Middlesex, quien también había 
presentado un proyecto de policía del Támesis. Colquhoun y Harriott decidieron trabajar en 
una propuesta conjunta para sumar fuerzas. 

En las negociaciones entre el comité de esclavistas y el gobierno (como en las conversaciones 
paralelas entre Colquhoun y Dundas), dos cuestiones clave debían ser resueltas: quién paga y 
quién controla. Aunque Colquhoun estaba dispuesto a legitimar esa nueva policía mediante 
una ley del parlamento (ya había convencido a Jeremy Bentham para que este redactara la 
propuesta), en enero se acordó acelerar el proceso: con la aprobación del primer ministro 
Pitt, el gobierno asumió parte de la financiación – incluido el salario de los dos magistrados 
responsables del proyecto. 

En un mes, Colquhoun y Harriott habían sido nombrados magistrados de policía, el número 
259 de Wapping New Stairs ya era la sede de su juzgado y todos sus empleados estaban 
contratados. Este cuartel general cubría funciones mucho más amplias que las de una 
comisaría de policía actual: Colquhoun y Harriott estaban al mando ejecutivo de las 
operaciones policiales cotidianas y se encargaban de las audiencias y las sentencias, con un 
equipo de administrativos y funcionarios judiciales a sus órdenes. La vigilancia del río y los 
muelles quedaba en manos del Departamento de Supervisión, donde un supervisor jefe 
mandaba sobre los equipos que patrullaban el río y los que vigilaban la descarga de los 
barcos. Ese departamento también incluía remeros, agentes de a bordo en los barcos 
amarrados y agentes de tierra situados en los muelles. Colquhoun añadió un Departamento 
de Descargas que contrataba directamente a los trabajadores del muelle para descargar los 
barcos esclavistas. Sometidos a una estricta supervisión, registros rutinarios y una regulación 
muy detallada (incluido un código de vestimenta que prohibía el uso de ropas que pudieran 
esconder objetos), estos trabajadores eran parte de un proceso diseñado para hacer 
virtualmente imposible cualquier extravío de la mercancía. 

Pese a las ventajas que todo esto daba a los propietarios de los barcos, buena parte de ellos 
eligió no usar este servicio para evitar que sus cargamentos fuesen sometidos a inspección – 
y con ellos el contrabando u otras actividades ilegales de esos empresarios. 

La política del Departamento de Supervisión alteró muy bruscamente la ecología social del 
Támesis, pero el 26 de julio, solo tres semanas después de su puesta en marcha, pudo leerse 
lo siguiente en el periódico The Times: 

                                                            
1 En 1792, añadiendo el término gradualmente, Dundas (entonces ministro de Interior) introdujo con éxito una 
enmienda a la moción parlamentaria de Wilberforce que pedía abolir el comercio de esclavos. De ese modo se 
pospuso la abolición y se siguió permitiendo el tráfico de africanos esclavizados. En 1798, Dundas seguía siendo 
un peso pesado del gobierno y ocupaba, entre otros, los cargos de secretario de estado para la Guerra (liderando 
la guerra contra Francia y la invasión frustrada de Haití que pretendía parar la revolución de los esclavos) y 
presidente del Consejo de Control – cuyas responsabilidades incluían la supervisión del saqueo en el Sur de Asia 
por la Compañía de las Indias Orientales. 
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Estamos encantados de conocer el éxito de la nueva Policía Marítima 
establecida en Wapping, que ofrece tanta comodidad y seguridad a los 
comerciantes. Es asombrosa la eficacia que ya ha demostrado esta institución a 
la hora de evitar el robo, la piratería y el comercio ilícito en el río. En lugar de 
tantas barcas dedicadas a actividades criminales nocturnas, desde que el plan 
del Señor Colquhoun inició el patrullaje de sus embarcaciones policiales ya no 
hay nada que ver en el río. La protección prestada así a los productos que llegan 
desde las Indias Occidentales supone un aumento enorme de los ahorros e 
ingresos de terratenientes y comerciantes. 

Los barcos eran sometidos a paradas y registros rutinarios que redujeron al mínimo las 
oportunidades para la actividad informal, legal, semi-legal e ilegal de los trabajadores del 
puerto. La economía social del Támesis, basada en costumbres arraigadas en el tiempo, se 
transformó en una nueva economía política con derechos de propiedad estrictamente 
definidos. Como explicó Harriott en su autobiografía, los cargadores de carbón “llevaban 
mucho tiempo llevándose un saco cada uno, cada saco con dos o tres fanegas de carbón, 
siempre que volvían al muelle desde el barco que estuvieran descargando”. Con las nuevas 
normas, quienes mantuvieran esa práctica acababan detenidos, acusados de un delito y 
llevados ante Colquhoun y Harriott. Este cuenta que, en el juicio, “los reos alegaban ser la 
parte perjudicada” y que el argumento principal de todos los trabajadores del río era la 
costumbre. Los complementos (perks) que tradicionalmente habían formado parte de sus 
ingresos se convirtieron, de un día para otro, en un robo de la propiedad privada de los 
mercaderes. Esta transformación tan deseada por la élite propietaria era ahora acelerada 
gracias a la nueva policía del río. 

Este ataque a los medios de subsistencia de los trabajadores del río no quedó sin respuesta. 
La nueva economía política fue impuesta con violencia tanto por la policía como por el 
juzgado de Colquhoun. Al principio, en lugar de enviar a los trabajadores que reclamaban sus 
privilegios tradicionales al Old Bailey [Tribunal Central de Londres, NdeT], Colquhoun y 
Harriott celebraban juicios sumarios e imponían multas a los trabajadores. El 17 de octubre 
de 1978, unos meses después de la creación de la policía del río, el cargador Charles Eyes 
compareció acusado de robar carbón. Fuera del juzgado, varios cientos de sus compañeros 
pedían la libertad de Eyes. La protesta fue ignorada y Eyes acabó condenado a pagar una 
multa o entrar en prisión. Los trabajadores (descritos al día siguiente por The Times como 
“una turba furiosa”) atacaron el edificio lanzando adoquines arrancados del pavimento para 
romper las ventanas, hasta que los disparos de la policía les hicieron retroceder y al menos 
uno de ellos acabó asesinado.  

Otro de los operarios del muelle, Gabriel Franks (que trabajaba a sueldo de la policía 
marítima), también recibió disparos y acabó muriendo varios días después. Aunque las 
crónicas del conflicto solo hablan de pistolas en el bando de la policía, se dice que Franks 
podría haber recibido “fuego amigo”. En cualquier caso, dado que fue disparado durante los 
“disturbios”, todos los participantes en la protesta podían ser acusados bajo la fórmula legal 
de “crimen organizado”. Pero solo una persona fue detenida y acusada por el asesinato de 
Gabriel Franks: James Eyes, hermano de Charles, acabó condenado y ahorcado.  

Como relata Harriott en su autobiografía, la decisión de castigar solo a Eyes fue estratégica: 
los jueces usaron la amenaza de posteriores detenciones y condenas para imponer el orden 
entre los trabajadores. 

Desde el principio, Colquhoun quiso hacer cambios legales para agravar las penas aplicables 
a los trabajadores del río. Se veía limitado por la legislación anterior (Bumboat Acts) y siguió 
trabajando con Bentham para diseñar una nueva ley con castigos más severos y aprobar un 
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estatuto de la policía del río. En 1800, el parlamento aprobó la propuesta de Ley para una 
prevención más eficaz de las depredaciones en el río Támesis y su entorno elaborada por 
Bentham, que convertía a la policía del río en una agencia del estado central. El 
Departamento de Descargas fue cerrado y Colquhoun fue nombrado Síndico de la Policía del 
Río Támesis. Harriott siguió de magistrado y otros jueces fueron designados como miembros 
del Tribunal del Támesis, cuya jurisdicción pasó a abarcar todo el cauce del río y los 
condados de Middlesex, Essex, Kent, y Surrey. Con su policía transferida al estado, los 
esclavistas se centraron en la construcción de los nuevos Muelles de las Indias Occidentales. 
Los muelles abrieron en 1802, ofreciendo a los esclavistas un lugar seguro para descargar el 
producto del trabajo de los africanos esclavizados. Como en una fortaleza, la seguridad del 
muelle quedó en manos de agentes empleados por la Policía del Río Támesis pero ubicados 
en (y pagados por) el Muelle de las Indias Occidentales. La Policía del Támesis acabaría 
integrándose en la Policía Metropolitana de Londres en 1839. 

Casi todas las historias sobre la policía en Inglaterra comienzan con la creación de la Policía 
Metropolitana en 1826 y “se olvidan” de la policía del río Támesis. Sin embargo, se creación 
tres décadas antes es importante por tres razones. 

Primero, por la implantación directa de Colquhoun, quien ha sido descrito como “el santo 
patrón de la institución policial” y cuya obra demuestra claramente que la policía de Londres 
fue un proyecto clasista dedicado a imponer un orden capitalista que proyectara la propiedad 
privada e impusiera la disciplina del trabajo asalariado a la clase trabajadora emergente. 

Segundo, porque el papel central de la Sociedad de Terratenientes de las Indias Occidentales 
(a los que me he referido más concretamente como esclavistas) muestra que el deseo de los 
tratantes de esclavos era aumentar los beneficios derivados de la explotación despiadada del 
trabajo esclavo eliminando los derechos consuetudinarios de los trabajadores del Támesis.  

Tercero, porque el papel del estado en esta primera fuerza policial inglesa fue claramente 
partidista: el estado trabajó en estrecha cooperación con los esclavistas y otros grandes 
propietarios, usando su poder para recurrir a la violencia, intervenir en la economía social ya 
existente en el río y transformarla a favor de los intereses de los capitalistas en general y los 
esclavistas en particular. Todo eso muestra que la primera fuerza policial de Inglaterra fue 
creada como herramienta para la dominación de clase. 

Esta historia cuenta que el objetivo original de la policía fue proteger la riqueza de los 
esclavistas, producida con la sangre, el sudor y la muerte de miles (millones) de africanos, y 
criminalizar a los trabajadores del Támesis que pretendían mantener sus derechos 
tradicionales – y a veces, aliviar su pobreza con un poquito más. También destruye el mito de 
que la policía fue creada para beneficio de toda la población y en defensa del interés general. 
Como el resto de instituciones del sistema penal, la policía fue inventada para mantener un 
orden social injusto. ¿Nos sorprende que aun hoy en día “fracase” estrepitosamente a la hora 
de protegernos de violencias como las agresiones sexuales o los daños causados por los 
crímenes de las grandes empresas? 

 

… 

… ¡Y acabo de descubrir que el  lobby de los esclavistas aún existe! 

https://westindiacommittee.org/about-us/ 
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Bienvenidos al West India Committee. El West India Committee (WIC) es una organización 
benéfica sin ánimo de lucro registrada en Reino Unido, el organismo representativo más 
antiguo de la Commonwealth. Fundada en 1735 y constituida por una Royal Charter de 1904, 
el West India Committee es una ONG  consultora de UNESCO. Por su importancia en el 
legado histórico caribeño, el archivo y la biblioteca del West India Committee está inscrito en 
la colección mundial de la memoria de la UNESCO. 

Includes resources for schools which are careful not to mention Thames River Police's link to 
slavery. 

Escribiendo sobre la policía del río Támesis, que fue creada por esclavistas para proteger sus 
ganancias (obtenidas con el trabajo de los africanos esclavizados) de la clase trabajadora de 
Londres, encontré la página web de WIC, cuyos materiales escolares se cuidan de no 
mencionar el vínculo entre la policía del río Támesis y la esclavitud. 

  

La web del WIC conoce bien esos vínculos con la esclavización de los africanos (cómo no), 
pero no incluye ninguna reflexión crítica al respecto cuando rememora lo sucedido en esa 
época. Su enfoque es sumamente “minimalista”. 

 

Es interesante que la actual CEO del WIC, Blondel Cluff CBE, procede de la Comisisón 
Gubernamental sobre Raza y Disparidades Étnicas. Ella misma ha sido nombrada 
recientemente como Presidenta del Fondo Comunitario de la Lotería Nacional, entidad que 
gestiona unos 600 millones de libras anuales. 
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V 

The Truth will Out 
Phil Scraton 

[extract from Hillsborough: The Truth, published 2016 followed by Phil’s presentation at the 
HIP Launch, 12 September 2012] 

 

Wednesday, 12 September 2012 was the day the Hillsborough families and survivors had 
anticipated with hope. A day when their patient wait for the Hillsborough Independent 
Panel’s report would confirm the ‘truth’ as they knew it, bringing official acknowledgement 
of the injustices they had endured and public recognition of their suffering. The launch of the 
panel’s report, in closed session to the families first, was scheduled for 9 a.m. in the Nave – 
known as the ‘Well’ – of Liverpool’s Anglican Cathedral, to be followed immediately by the 
Prime Minister’s response beamed live from the House of Commons to the families.  

I visited the cathedral the previous evening with Bill Kirkup to familiarise ourselves with the 
environment. A stage had been constructed, the width of the Well, accommodating a lectern 
and a row of seats for the panel. Looking out from the lectern the location was impressive, 
the rows of chairs for the many bereaved family members nestling in the Well below, the 
cathedral’s impressive Gothic-style pillars imposing solemnity appropriate to the occasion. I 
had harboured reservations about locating the launch in a cathedral associated with one 
denomination in a city historically divided by religion. I also had concerns for those with no 
religious beliefs. My reservations were not shared by the families and as we sound-checked 
the audio equipment they dissolved. It was a magnificent venue. I requested that the pink 
neon-lit phrase ‘I felt you and I knew you loved me’ above the doors be switched off. An 
installation by Tracey Emin, it seemed inappropriate in the circumstances. 

I returned early next morning as dawn broke. The cathedral stands high on the city’s south 
side. A view I know so well – across the Mersey to Birkenhead and Wallasey, to the Welsh 
hills beyond and out to the Irish Sea. I paused on the steps to take it all in, places of my past, 
and thought of the families and survivors leaving their homes or hotels to make their 
journeys. For twenty-three years and five months, almost to the day, they had waited to hear 
the words I now knew so well, to view the PowerPoint slides I had written and uploaded for 
the presentation, and to receive the 395-page report. I thought of those who would not be 
with us, whose lives had been taken prematurely by the grief of loss and pain of injustice. 

Inside the cathedral the final preparations were under way. Panel members and the 
secretariat arrived; we shared a light breakfast. For the first time we held the hard copy of 
the report in our hands. It had been driven overnight to Liverpool ready for distribution to 
the families, survivors and, eventually, to the waiting journalists. What for months had been 
a virtual reality, restricted to the multiple edited versions on my computer, was now a 
weighty physical reality. It was an impressive feat of production, with every textual reference 
within the online version live-linked to the relevant document held in the digital archive. 
Scanning the pages, I realised the families were arriving in the reception area. I went to meet 
them, to share tea and a journey’s end. 

Soon we were together in the Well: the panel members on stage, the secretariat to the sides 
and the families seated below. No journalists were present and what followed was neither 
filmed nor recorded. We had remained resolutely committed to the ‘families first’ principle. I 
was aware that at that moment the Prime Minister was being briefed. Bishop James Jones, 
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the panel’s chair, welcomed the families and introduced the panel. During the next 90 
minutes I delivered the research findings, pausing only for Dr Bill Kirkup’s meticulous 
presentation of the conclusions drawn from medical evidence. There was silence throughout, 
interspersed with occasional gasps in response to the revelations.  

 

 

1. The Panel’s Terms of Reference 

 

2. The Report Structure 

 

3. Permanent Archive 
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4. Appendices 

 

5. Chapter 1: 1981-1989 

 

This chapter assesses the impact of the 1981 crush and the decisions taken between 1981 and 
1989 by SWFC, the safety consultants, SCC and the SYP regarding modifications to the LL 
terrace and its consequences for crowd safety. 

• 1981 FA Cup Semi-Final: a near disaster 

Serious congestion at turnstiles/ outer concourse. Opening of gate C. Crushing on terraces/ 
injuries/ evacuation of fans onto perimeter track. Sideways movement, full length of the 
terraces. 

• 1981 aftermath: breakdown in SYP and SWFC relations 

SWFC considered the 1981 incident exaggerated. 

• Inadequate and poorly recorded inspections 
• Terrace alterations: a growing danger 

Pens introduced/ Turnstiles unchanged, same concentration of fans on the outer concourse/ 
No direct feed from turnstiles to pens/ No revision of the Safety Certificate. 

• Prioritising crowd disorder ahead of crowd safety 

SYP continued to stress their crowd management-disorder priority; SWFC focused on costs. 

 Further imminent warnings: 1987 and 1988 Semi-Finals  

Concluding Comment: It is evident from the documents disclosed to the Panel that the 
safety of the crowd admitted to the terrace was compromised at every level: access to the 
turnstiles from the public highway; the condition and adequacy of the turnstiles; the 
management of the crowd by the SYP and the SWFC stewards; alterations to the terrace, 
particularly the construction of pens; the condition and placement of crush barriers; access 
to the central pens via a tunnel descending at a 1 in 6 gradient; emergency egress from the 
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pens via small gates in the perimeter fence; lack of precise monitoring of crowd capacity 
within the pens. 

These deficiencies were well-known and further overcrowding problems at the turnstiles in 
1987 and on the terrace in 1988 were additional indications of the inherent dangers to crowd 
safety. The risks were known and the crush in 1989 was foreseeable. 

 

6. Chapter 2: The ‘Moment of 1989’ 

 

This chapter considers the lead up to the 1989 Semi-Final returning to key issues covered in 
the Taylor Report and extending the analysis focusing on the following key issues: 

• Flawed management: SYP; SWFC; FA 
• SYP Operational Order: complacent and deficient 
• Crush at the turnstiles 
• Overcrowding in the central pens 
• Opening Gate C: not anticipating the consequences 
• Failure to seal access to central pens 

Concluding Comment: The documents disclosed to the Panel reveal that the flaws in 
responding to the emerging crisis on the day were rooted in institutional tension within and 
between organisations.  

This was reflected in: a policing and stewarding mind-set predominantly concerned with 
crowd disorder; the failure to realise the consequences of opening exit gates to relieve 
congestion at the turnstiles; the failure to manage the crowd’s entry and allocation between 
the pens; the failure to anticipate the consequences within the central pens of not sealing the 
tunnel; the delay in realising that the crisis in the central pens was a consequence of 
overcrowding rather than crowd disorder. 

7. Chapter 3: Custom, Practice, Roles, Responsibilities 
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• Unequal allocation of tickets 
• Leppings Lane turnstiles: known and foreseeable risk 
• Crowd distribution on the terrace: ‘find their own level’ 
• Knowledge of and responsibility for closing the tunnel 

Concluding Comment: Police custom and practice had evolved in response to crowd 
management issues unique to FA Cup Semi-Finals, particularly filtering of access to the 
concourse through ticket-checking on the approaches, directing incoming spectators away 
from the central pens when they were estimated to be near capacity, and closing the tunnel 
when capacity was estimated to have been reached.  

None of these practices was recorded and none formed part of the Operational Order or the 
police briefings before the match. 

Throughout the 1980s there was considerable ambiguity about SYP’s and SWFC’s crowd 
management responsibilities within the stadium.  The management of the crowd was viewed 
exclusively through a lens of potential crowd disorder, and this ambiguity was not resolved 
despite problems at previous semi-finals.  SWFC and SYP were unprepared for the disaster 
that unfolded on the terraces on 15 April 1989. 

 

8. Chapter 4: Emergency Response and aftermath: ‘routinely requested to 
attend’ Dr Bill Kirkup 

 

• Delayed recognition of nature of disaster 
• Failure to activate major incident procedures correctly 
• Lack of leadership, coordination, triage, equipment 
• Failure to deploy emergency team, medical team late 
• Commendable rapid transport, hospital care 
• Little previous scrutiny of immediate response 

 

9. Chapter 5: Medical Evidence; the testimony of the dead Dr Bill Kirkup 

 

• Delayed recognition of nature of disaster 
• Failure to activate major incident procedures correctly 
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• Lack of leadership, coordination, triage, equipment 
• Failure to deploy emergency team, medical team late 
• Commendable rapid transport, hospital care 
• Little previous scrutiny of immediate response 

 

10. Chapter 6: Parallel Investigations 

 

The investigation and inquiry into its circumstances and causes inevitably was complex. 
Because there were fatalities the Coroner was involved immediately. Within the South 
Yorkshire Police [SYP] an internal investigation was established including a process of 
information-gathering involving ‘self-taken’ statements by police officers.  

Lord Justice Taylor appointed to conduct a judicial inquiry. Chief Constable of West 
Midlands Police [WMP] invited to establish a full investigation carried out by a WMP team. 
The WMP team served the criminal investigation, the Taylor Inquiry and the Coroner’s 
inquiry and inquest, resulting multiple investigations proceeded in parallel. 

• SYP meetings in the immediate aftermath 
• The ‘Wain Report’ and SYP submission to Taylor 
• Health and Safety Executive key findings 
• Decision not to prosecute 
• Disciplinary proceedings 

Concluding Comment: It is evident from the disclosed documents that from the outset of 
each the SYP sought to establish a case emphasising exceptional levels of drunkenness and 
aggression among Liverpool fans, alleging that many arrived at the stadium late, without 
tickets and determined to force entry. The Health and Safety Executive investigation found 
that restricted access, poor condition and inadequate means of escape rendered the Leppings 
Lane Terrace – particularly its central pens - structurally unsafe. This risk was known. 

11. Chapter 7: Civil Litigation 

 

 

• SYP settlement of claims, November 1989 
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Settlements made for legal/ tactical reasons; Deliberately settled without admission of 
liability. 

• SYP legal action to reclaim contributions 

SWFC: £1.5m; Eastwoods: £1.5m; SCC: £1m. 

• Cost of compensation to the injured and bereaved 

Initial estimate: £12m, rose to £19.8m; SYP’s insurance = £8.5m, rest paid by Police 
Authority’s reserves and Home Office special payments. 

• Compensation payments to police officers 

Junior officers pressured with SYP to withdraw their claims; £1.5m paid to 16 officers; costs 
met by SYP insurers. 

12. Chapter 8: The Coroner’s Inquiry: immediate aftermath to prelim 
hearings 

 

The inquest in two separate parts: initial phase was a series of preliminary hearings or ‘mini-
inquests’, one for each death, to be followed later by a single generic inquest to consider the 
circumstances of the disaster. The decision to hold separate preliminary hearings had far-
reaching consequences. 

• Decision to hold preliminary hearings/ mini-inquests 

Coroner: ‘response to families lawyers’ submissions; actually he had been advised on this 
course of action by his Counsel; initially resisted by WMP. 

• Procedures for presenting evidence to the jury 

WMP role; undermined reliability of evidence put to the inquest; raises serious questions 
about ‘sufficiency of inquiry’. 

• Agreement for the procedures with families’ lawyers 

The expectation was a full examination of all unanswered questions at generic stage. 

• Families’ dissatisfaction with the mini-inquests 

Disclosed documents show that while the families’ lawyers welcomed the Coroner’s unusual 
decision to hold individual, preliminary hearings – and recorde their satisfaction at their 
conclusion - many families were dissatisfied with the denial of opportunity to inquire into 
the precise circumstances in which their loved ones died. 

• Yet Coroner assumed success of mini-inquests 

13. Chapter 9: The generic hearing, Judicial Review and continuing 
controversies 
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• Coroner’s decision not to rely on the Taylor Inquiry Coroner decided against 
incorporating Taylor. 

• Contested status of/ access to investigation documents 
The documents disclosed to the Panel show that there were concerns raised in discussions 
between the Coroner and the West Midlands Police investigators about the status and 
ownership of information gathered and statements made for the Taylor Inquiry and the 
criminal investigation; Released to SYP on the basis that they would not be used in 
preparation for the inquests; to fulfil the expectation that the Coroner had all documents 
available to him they were delivered to his home for a few days.  

• Concerted attempt to reverse Taylor findings 
It is clear that the South Yorkshire Police considered that the generic hearings presented an 
opportunity to use the court to respond to criticisms levelled against the Force and its senior 
officers by LJ Taylor’s Interim Report.  

• Emphasis on drunkenness, ticketlessness, conspiracy, violence 
Emphasis on drunkenness, ticketlessness and ‘conspiracy to enter’; Despite Taylor’s findings 
the Coroner accepted that there could be a relationship between alcohol consumption/ ‘late 
arrival’/ crowd behaviour YET no independent evidence in the documents. 

• The judicial review 
While the High Court in the judicial review proceedings considered that the inquests had 
been unorthodox it did not consider that the process had been insufficient in establishing 
how the deceased came by their deaths. 

• The Stuart-Smith Scrutiny 
Raised questions with Coroner that families had been misled re. mini-inquest; considered 
the generic hearing had become ‘out-of-control’. 

14. Chapter 10: The 3.15pm cut-off 

 

The Coroner’s decision to limit evidence to events before 3.15pm was based on pathologists’ 
evidence, then uncontested and accepted as incontrovertible, that all who died were by that 
time beyond recovery. It remains one of the most significant causes of concern for bereaved 
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families because it eliminated examination of the adequacy of the emergency response and 
rescue. 

• Scope of inquests: origins of the 3.15pm cut-off 
Evidence initially gathered by SYP focused on ‘incident itself’ and specified 3.15pm/3.30pm; 
Coroner sought advice from other coroners about ‘scope’; it was considered that the 
‘response and rescue’ stages should be considered ‘post-incident’. 

• Reliance on the opinions of the pathologists 
Previously covered – all who died had suffered irreversible, fatal injuries by this time; 
supported by pathologists. 

• Role of families’ legal representatives 
Accepted the 3.15pm cut-off, stating that families’ objections were minimal. 

• Coroner’s case against extending beyond 3.15pm 
Considered that the families misunderstood the role/ function of the inquests; extension 
would require a new causal act resulting in death post 3.15pm; Families barrister stated to 
Stuart-Smith that there was no evidence of a new causal act beyond 3.15pm. 

• Alternative case for extending beyond 3.15pm 
Families, supported by distinguished medical opinion challenged the certainty of the 
Coroner’s position; Coroner later accepted that some who died might have survived had 
resuscitation been administered. 

Concluding comment: Documents disclosed show that, considered alongside the 
restrictions placed by the Coroner on the examination of the evidence presented to the mini-
inquests and the presentation of the pathologists’ medical opinion as incontrovertible, the 
imposition of the 3.15pm cut-off severely limited examination of the rescue, evacuation and 
treatment of those who died. This raised profound concerns regarding sufficiency of inquiry 
and examination of evidence. 

 

15. Chapter 11: Review and Alteration of Statements 

 

The documents disclosed to the Panel show there was confusion concerning the status of the 
recollections, the rationale behind their review and alteration, the extent of the amendments 
and officers’ acceptance of the process. While LJ Stuart-Smith raised concerns about the 
appropriateness of the process he considered there was no malpractice involved. 

• Origins of the review and alteration process 
Immediate aftermath: 16/17 April to provide SYP and their solicitors with ‘warts and all’ 
accounts from officers to inform SYP submission to Taylor. 

• The ‘purpose’ of the SYP officers’ written recollections 
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This initial justification extended from ‘internal purposes’ to use by WMP; known and 
accepted by Taylor. 

• Transformation of recollections to CJ statements 
Claim was to ‘remove conjecture and opinion’; correspondence shows comments ‘unhelpful’ 
to the Force’s case were ‘altered, deleted or qualified; significant number of officers objected; 
they were ‘helped’. 

• Significance of review and alteration 
Discouraged from criticising senior officers, management and deficiencies in police practice/ 
response; 116 of 164 were amended to remove or alter comments unfavourable to SYP. 

• Stuart-Smith Scrutiny response 
Concern raised with SYP Head of Management Services; SYP officers reiterated their 
concerns; WMP investigator examined 6 statement, 5 of which should not have been altered; 
the role played by the SYP solicitors was greater than considered by Stuart-Smith; yet he 
found no irregularity or malpractice. 

• The South Yorkshire Metropolitan Ambulance Service 
Review and alteration extended to SYMAS; variation in amendments but in a number of 
cases criticism was deflected and efficiency emphasised. 

 

16. Chapter 12: Behind the Headlines 

 

In the days after the disaster the media, particularly the press, published allegations and 
counter allegations apportioning blame. This came to a head on 19 April when a number of 
newspapers, The Sun being the most prominent, reported serious allegations about the 
behaviour of Liverpool fans before and during the unfolding tragedy.  

The documents disclosed to the Panel show that the origin of these serious allegations was a 
local Sheffield Press Agency informed by several SYP officers, an SYP Police Federation 
spokesperson and a local MP.  

They also demonstrate how the SYP Police Federation, supported informally by the SYP 
Chief Constable, sought to develop and publicise a version of events that focused on several 
police officers’ allegations of drunkenness, ticketlessness and violence among a large number 
of Liverpool fans. This extended beyond the media to Parliament. 

Yet, from the mass of documents, television and CCTV coverage disclosed to the Panel there 
is no evidence to support these allegations other than a few isolated examples of aggressive 
or verbally abusive behaviour clearly reflecting frustration and desperation. 

 

• Origins and content of unsubstantiated allegations 
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Duckenfield’s ‘falsehood’; serious immediate allegations from Police Federation and local 
Conservative MP, Irvine Patnick; conspiracy to arrive late without tickets, exceptionally 
drunk, aggressive. 

• ‘THE TRUTH’: the story behind the headlines 
Part of wide coverage first in Evening Standard the previous evening; Story filed by small 
news agency in Sheffield and based on four separate conversations with high-ranking SYP 
officers, with Middup and Patnick; Patnick based his comments on conversations with an 
officer on the evening of the disaster; while Taylor was in session White’s received selected 
extracts of several SYP officers’ statements alleging drunkenness/ violence and forwarded 
these to Patnick. 

• The role of the Police Federation 
The morning the Sun article published the PF met to establish a strategy to ‘put our side of 
the story over to the press and media; The PF secretary stated that while the CC could not 
state it publicly he had given the PF a ‘free hand’ and his support; he later attended the 
meeting stating that a ‘defence’ had to be prepared based on a ‘rock solid’ story and that the 
blame should be directed towards ‘drunken, ticketless individuals’; he believed the Taylor 
Inquiry would exonerate the SYP. 

• The Taylor Inquiry and the ‘counter-attack’ 
Following the Taylor Inquiry the Police Federation met with their lawyers and their 
Parliamentary representative, Michael Shersby; the meeting was introduced as developing a 
‘counter attack’ in response to Taylor; the first part of the meeting was addressed by Norman 
Bettison who presented a film and commentary reinforcing the SYP position (he later 
presented this to MPs in a special meeting arranged by Shersby; the second half of the 
meeting was addressed by unnamed police officers who detailed the allegations; the meeting 
considered Taylor a ‘whitewash’. 

 

Consistent with Lord Justice Taylor’s findings, the Panel found no evidence among the vast 
number of disclosed documents and many hours of video material to verify the serious 
allegations of exceptional levels of drunkenness, ticketlessness or violence among Liverpool 
fans. There was no evidence that fans had conspired to arrive late at the stadium and force 
entry and no evidence that they stole from the dead and dying. Documents show that fans 
became frustrated by the inadequate response to the unfolding tragedy. The vast majority of 
fans assisted in rescuing and evacuating the injured and the dead. 
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As I finished the presentation there was a silent pause; time appeared to freeze. Then 
families rose, many in tears, to deliver a sustained standing ovation. The report was 
distributed to the families, the Prime Minister made his parliamentary address, we presented 
our findings to survivors from the Hillsborough Justice Campaign, followed by a press 
conference in the Lady Chapel where journalists had received the report an hour earlier.  

 

We Never Walk Alone 
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VI 

Shades of Deviance new edition 

 

Dear EG Members, 

 We are trying to solicit a diverse group of globally located, early career criminologists take 
on a handful of outstanding entries for the new edition of Shades of Deviance: 

  

1. Corporate crime 

2. Hate crime 

3. Domestic abuse 

4. Weapon use 

5. S+M 

6. Debt 

7. Chemsex 

8. Body Modification and tattoos 

9. Child soldiers 

10. Terrorism 

 

For reference, details of the first edition are here in case of use. 

Would it be possible to help us connect with emerging scholars by forwarding this email to 
the group? Your help would be hugely appreciated!  

best wishes 

 

Rowland Atkinson, from Sheffield 

Tammy Ayres, from Leicester 

 

. 
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VII 

Holistic Responses to reintegration, resettlement and 
reducing reoffending 

Call for submissions 

 

It is widely accepted that if there are significant barriers to desistance for people leaving 
prison upon their release.  These include poor quality housing, a lack of meaningful work 
and training opportunities, a hostile policy environment, and ongoing censure and 
stigmatization in the community. A lack of support from significant others, peers and 
communities can make an already difficult transition back into society even harder for those 
affected. Such complexities become compounded when considering individuals from 
minority communities. In the face of these challenges there has been a growing interest in 
holistic, person centred, and strengths-based models to support reintegration, resettlement, 
and reducing reoffending.  These approaches, which hold the individual at the heart, seek to 
move away from a focus on criminogenic risk and need, and instead focus upon developing 
the strengths and abilities of the individual as part of their desistance journey. We are 
inviting contributions to a collection which speaks to these themes, and explores and 
critiques key ideas surrounding holistic, person centred responses to crime and criminal 
justice.  While they may vary culturally, the challenges of desistance and reintegration are 
experienced globally and so to this end we are inviting contributions from around the world.   

Submissions may be empirically or theoretically informed and themes which could be 
explored include, but are not limited to: 

Models of holistic responses to support reintegration and resettlement; 

Embedding holistic responses in policy and practice;  

Critical and decolonising responses to reintegration, resettlement and reducing reoffending;  

Explorations of the role of key groups, individuals and communities in holistic programmes;  

Addressing gender, social class and ethnicity in holistic responses; 

Examples and critiques of innovative holistic responses in practice;  

The proposed editors have had initial outline discussions with a number of publishers who 
are interested in potentially taking a collection themed around holistic responses forward 
and we will keep potential contributors updated as negotiations evolve. 
Submission details: 

Abstracts of up to 500 words and a two-page summary CV should be submitted to co-editors 
Ian Mahoney and Rahmanara Chowdhury by Friday 26th November 2021 

Successful papers are expected to be between 6,000-8.000 words including references. 

For further information, and to submit proposals, please email:  

ian.mahoney@ntu.ac.uk or  rahmanara.chowdhury@mihe.ac.uk. 
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VIII 

New trends in asset recovery: the role of destination countries 
- Academic and civil society research conference 

18-20 January 2022 (online) 

 Call for submissions 

 

Cross-border corruption is a multi-billion dollar a year challenge to democratic norms and to 
transparent and accountable governance. Over the past ten years, there has been an 
explosion of cross-border asset recovery cases, including the post-Arab Spring and post-
Ukraine revolution cases, the Malaysian 1MDB case, Moldova’s Billion Dollar Bank Fraud, 
the Odebrecht cases across Latin America, the ongoing Abacha returns to Nigeria, the 
Karimova case in Uzbekistan, and Kazakh I and II, Additionally, and largely in response, 
there have also been a multitude of changes in how states act to prevent cross-border 
corruption and recover stolen assets. These include changes in beneficial ownership 
transparency, the targeting of enablers, the introduction of reconciliation agreements and 
unexplained wealth orders, the expansion of anti-corruption sanctions, and many others. 
They also include several new models for returning stolen assets. 

 These measures – largely in or driven by countries of the Global North – have been diverse 
and not without criticism, and in some cases have been experimental in form. Whether and 
how they work, their application on a broader scale, and who they work for, are all important 
questions. Equally as interesting are whether new methods and new ideas can be developed 
to overcome challenges that still exist or have been further created by these new methods.   

 In light of these important questions for the future of asset recovery, the Civil Forum for 
Asset Recovery (CiFAR) and the International State Crime Initiative (ISCI) (Ulster 
University/Queen Mary University of London) are inviting submissions for a new academic-
practitioner conference to take place in January 2022. This conference (held online) aims to 
bring together a global community of academics, civil society actors, researchers, journalists 
and policymakers to discuss trends in policy around cross-border corruption prevention and 
asset recovery, with a focus in this instance on the role of the Global North. 

 

We encourage individual or panel applications from academics and civil society actors on 
topics relating to new trends in asset recovery with a focus on the Global North. Topics could 
include, but are not limited to: 

 New tools and techniques used for preventing and/or responding to stolen assets  
 Existing return models or ideas for new ways to return stolen assets 
 Participation in cases and return processes, the role of victims 
 The roles of different actors in countries of destination 
 Historical ties to current events and the way they are affecting asset recovery 
 Challenges in returning accountably and transparently 
 Access to information and asset recovery 
 Engaging the public on stolen wealth in the Global North 
 Tensions and opportunities in the politics of asset recovery 
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Applications should include: 

 An abstract of no more than 500 words (individual presenters) or 1000 words (panels) 
outlining your proposed topic of discussion 

 A CV / CVs of panel members 

Selected presenters will be asked to submit a full paper no later than 14 days before the 
conference. 

  

Deadlines 

 Submission of abstracts: 15 October 2021 

 All applicants to be notified by 1 December 2021 

Applications should be emailed to info@cifar.eu by 12:00 CET on the 15 October 2021 with 
the subject title: Submission - New Trends in Asset Recovery. Please note that the conference 
will take place in English. 

  

The International State Crime Initiative (ISCI) is an interdisciplinary forum for research, reportage, 
training and debate on state violence and corruption. ISCI is institutionally hosted within Queen 
Mary, University of London and University of Ulster. 

  

The Civil Forum for Asset Recovery (CiFAR) is an NGO that supports civil society to campaign 
across borders to prevent public asset theft and for accountable and transparent. 
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IX 

Into Abolition 

A Guidebook for Liberatory Theatre-making Practices 

Call for contributors  

 

Edited by Rivka Eckert and Lizbett Benge  

Abstract Proposals due January 7th, 2022  

 
This book project seeks to transform community-based theatre-making by offering a 
practical and accessible guidebook of tools for healing, creating, relating, and cultivating 
spaces of understanding, collaboration, empathy, and justice with the goal of abolition.  

Abolition, defined by Mariame Kaba, is a “long-term project around creating the conditions 
that would allow for the dismantling of prisons, policing, and surveillance and the creation of 
new institutions that actually work to keep us safe.” Safety is a practice and politic of creating 
conditions that foster an existence grounded in abolition and “freedom to cultivate your own 
existence” (Night Out for Safety and Liberation). As Maya Schenwar writes, “we don't need 
‘alternatives to incarceration,’ we need a wildly recreated society [which]... will nourish and 
fuel struggles for transformation.” Abolition means refusing systematic abandonment, 
demanding and organizing collective care, and committing to community-led endeavors 
rooted in a vision of collective human and more than human flourishing. This book project 
works to define theatre’s role in the goals of abolition.  

Abolitionist theatre-making demands a grounded understanding/praxis/commitment. We 
recognize that not all abolitionist aims, practices, and practitioners identify orreveal 
themselves as such. For this project, we ask for orientation with the work of abolition and 
transparent alignment with freedom and liberation, broadly understood. Abolitionist 
theatre-making is theatre that deeply interweaves and is interconnected to decolonization, 
tribal sovereignty, intersectional feminism, transnational feminism, climate justice, racial 
justice, reproductive justice, disability justice, anti-capitalism, anti-imperialism, reparations, 
labor movements, the art, activism, and cultural production of peoples of the global majority, 
and all freedom & liberation struggles.  

Towards that thriving and prosperous vision, we seek contributions from those doing  
work taking place within the lands known colonially as the United States (and Tribes) of 
America that both exposes and fuels the ways theatre brings the abolitionist imagination to 
reality. Our scope currently spans health care systems, prisons, foster care, and K-12 and 
higher educational systems. Contributions are not limited to academic/formal papers. We 
encourage the submission of partial scripts, performative texts, exercises, or descriptions of 
abolitionist theatre-making projects.  

Prospective authors are encouraged to consider the following questions as they relate to their 
own specific practices:  

- How does theatre-making reject/unsettle the logics of carceral systems?  

- How can the theatre be both a tool and a site for dismantling systems of oppression  
and building collective care?  
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- What is on the other side of punishment, and how is theatre, and its collaborative  
processes, uniquely responsible for living the answers to these questions?  

- What does an abolitionist theatre-making practice look like within a hospital? A prison? An 
institution of higher education? In secondary schools? In foster care systems?  

- In what manner do theatre and performance illuminate interconnectedness,  
reciprocity, repair, truth, and abolitionist notions of time, space, being, and doing otherwise?  

- What values and practices drive/undergird abolition and how do these manifest  
theatrically through time?  

- How are abolitionist aims and organizing present within specific processes of  
theatre-making (e.g., casting, acting/performance, playwriting, dramaturgy, production, 
costuming, funding, staging, audience participation)?  

- How does theatre-making create conditions for the liberation, broadly-defined, of  
communities? How does theatre support freedom?  

Proposal Abstract and Materials: Due January 7, 2022  

Please submit (1) a 300-500 word proposal abstract; (2) working reference list; and (3) CV or 
resume as email attachments (email address below) by January 7, 2022. Full chapters (4,000 
to 6,000 words) will be due April 15, 2022.  

All inquiries and submissions should be directed to editors Rivka Eckert and Lizbett Benge 
via email at intoabolitiontheatrebook@gmail.com  
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X 

Criminalization of Activism. Historical, Present and Future 
Perspectives 

Edited By Valeria Vegh Weis 

December 23, 2021 forthcoming by Routledge 

 

Criminalization of Activism draws on a multiplicity of perspectives and case studies from the 
Global South and the Global North to show how protest has been subject to processes of 
criminalization over time. Contributors include scholars and activists from different 
disciplinary backgrounds, with a balance between authors from the Global North and the 
Global South. An introduction frames the topic within critical criminology, while also 
highlighting the possible disciplinary approaches and definitions of criminalization of 
resistance/activism. The editor also investigates the particularities of the current times in 
comparison to dynamics of criminalization in prior stages of capitalism. Bringing together a 
range of criminalization themes into a single volume, compromising historical criminology, 
Indigenous studies, gender studies, critical criminology, southern criminology and green 
criminology, it will be of great interest to scholars and students of criminology, social 
movement theory and social sciences, as well as those involved in activism and with a stand 
against criminalization. 

 

Contents: 

Preface by Dario Melossi 

Part 1. Theoretical approaches on the over-criminalization of dissent 

Part 2. Historical experiences of over-criminalization of dissent 

Part 3. Current cases of over-criminalization of dissent in the global north 

Part 4. Current cases of over-criminalization of dissent in the global south 

Part 5. Challenges for a critical agenda on the over-criminalization of dissent 

 

This book is an outstanding example of the kind of insurgent scholarship we need in our troubled 
times. A breathtaking tour de force through the history, the present, and the futures of social 
movements on a global scale, Valeria Vegh Weis's Activism through the Language of Criminality 
is a must-read for activists, scholars and anyone engaged in the struggle to end the police state 
(Alessandro de Giorgi). 

 

The criminalization of activism, political dissidence and even the criminalization of the exercise of 
certain professions itself is more and more extensive in various areas of the world. When this work 
is published I do not even know how the criminal proceedings initiated against me by prison unions 
will be found for my denunciation of torture in prisons in Catalonia. Teachers, activists, musicians, 
graffiti artists, poets... there is no specific profile. Criminalization increases in a similar proportion 
to the loss of rights and guarantees. But, for that reason, the (collective) struggle is more necessary 
than ever. As Walter Benjamin pointed out forever, ‘let us know how to organize pessimism’ (Iñaki 
Rivera). 
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It would be impossible to over-emphasize the temporal significance of this book. As we enter an era 
of intensified criminalization of activism and dissent, bolstered by the impacts of the globalized 
policing of the Covid pandemic and further enabled by a proliferation of Artificial Intelligence, there 
could not be a better time to reflect on histories of criminalization and the importance of sustained 
activism in the face of violence and repression. In this edited volume, Valeria Vegh Weis has drawn 
together an exemplary collection of interdisciplinary scholar-activists focusing on such issues. 
Concept, theory and action are combined with issues of historic and contemporary significance –
from environmental harm to the Nuremberg Trials to Black Lives Matter; India to Catalonia and 
Latin America, the breadth and depth of this book is astounding. It is essential reading for anyone 
interested in social control and the criminalization of activism and dissent (Victoria Canning). 

 

More on the book and its editor: https://www.routledge.com/Criminalization-of-Activism-
Historical-Present-and-Future-Perspectives/Weis/p/book/9780367700119  
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XI 

Ecocidio. Acabemos con la corporación antes de que nos mate 

David Whyte 

Traducción de Dani Jiménez e Ignasi Bernat 

Próxima publicación en noviembre de 2022 por Editorial Bellaterra (Barcelona) 

 

‘Ecocidio’ es un análisis refrescante del enorme daño causado a las personas y al planeta por las 
corporaciones multinacionales que juegan un papel tan importante en todas nuestras vidas. En 
lugar de intentar, y fracasar, regular a estos gigantes corporativos, Whyte presenta un caso 
convincente de que debemos deshacernos de las corporaciones privadas por completo. De ritmo 
rápido, original y muy convincente, Ecocidio debería ser una lectura obligatoria tanto para 
activistas como para académicos (Grace Blakeley).  

La actualidad de este brillante relato de las consecuencias ecológicas cada vez más nefastas de la 
inmunidad legal de las corporaciones capitalistas no podría ser mayor. En un momento en que los 
estados de todo el mundo mantienen a las corporaciones con soporte vital en medio de la pandemia 
global de 2020, el poderoso grito de guerra de David Whyte de 'muerte a las corporaciones' nos 
obliga a abordar urgentemente la cuestión de 'qué forma diferente de organización industrial bajo 
qué diferentes formas de propiedad necesitamos' debates que se han evitado durante mucho tiempo, 
a un costo terrible (Leo Panitch). 

 

Más en https://www.bellaterra.coop/es/libros/ecocidio  
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A BIG THANKS to all the European Group members for making this newsletter 
successful.  

Please feel free to contribute to this newsletter by sending any information that 
you think might be of interest to the Group to Vicky/Katja/Dani at 
europeangroupcoordinator@gmail.com 

 

In the meantime, we send all our best wishes to members from our temporary realities.  

http://www.europeangroup.org/ 

 

Salud! 

 

Vicky, Dani and Katja 


